
Recruiter
@ Multplyr (Reflion Tech Private Limited) [https://www.multplyr.com]
Employment Type: Full-time
Apply within: 1 month
Location: Ahmedabad
Salary: 15K to 20K per month
Experience: 1 to 2 years

About Multplyr
We are a young company with a goal to become a leader in the Talent Management
domain - through our Recruiting, HR Technology, and Consulting services. Our
clients include a mix of large global enterprises and well-funded startups. As you
build your career with Multplyr, you’ll have the opportunity to learn from some of the
best in the industry, and can be sure that your new ideas will be greeted with ‘how to
make it happen?’ instead of ‘has anyone tried it earlier?

Description
Starting your career as a Recruiter provides you with the best opportunity to build a
successful career, not only in Talent Acquisition but in any role within the Human
Resources domain.

In this role you learn:
*To be a Consultant: Start with understanding the customer’s requirement in detail
(the role that the client wants us to find the right talent for)

*To be a Strategist: Analyse the requirements and also the market/competition
landscape for the required talent - to devise the appropriate talent targeting strategy
*To Execute: Utilize the available time and resources efficiently to reach out, connect,
and engage with the key talent

*To Make Decisions: Weigh whatever information is available for effective use of your
own and your client’s time and efforts

*To build People Skills: Facilitate and build trustworthy relationships with the client as
well as the candidate

Skills & Qualifications

The key skills for a Recruiter to succeed and to thrive in their demanding role are
listed here:

* Speed - Both our Clients and the Candidates have access to other avenues for
their needs, and we have to move fast to ensure they trust us to help them

* Communication - In the complex process of the end-to-end Recruiting cycle, Clear
and Timely communication with all partners is critical



* Organizing - With so many parameters to focus on, being organized in our work is
critical to our success as a team

* Analytical - It is important to analyze the problem, and then act so as to maximize
the probability of our getting the desired result in the limited time we have Minimum

* Graduate or higher educational qualification AND/OR 1 to 2 years of experience as
a recruiter

* Excellent communication in spoken and written English

How to Apply

Email resume to vikram@multplyr.com with the subject: "Application for Recruiter role
via GUSEC"


